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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a regenerated
cutting blade used in a shearing type grinder and a shear-
ing type grinder.

Background Art

[0002] Conventionally, we had a shearing type grinder
for shearing and grinding plastic, wooden, paper, metal,
rubber, fiber, leather, or other solid objects. For example,
the shearing type grinder of this kind includes a shearing
type grinder the present applicant filed previously (see
patent document 1).
[0003] Another example of such shredder and cutting
blade is known from JP2010264353.
[0004] As shown in a cross-sectional view of Fig. 11
illustrating a shearing type grinder, and in a C-C sectional
view of Fig. 12, this shearing type grinder 100 has a plu-
rality of rotary blades 103 provided alternately across a
spacer 104 in the axial direction of rotational axes 101,
102. The spacer 104 is formed in an outside diameter so
that the base part of the rotary blades 103 may be posi-
tioned in the axial direction as shown in Fig. 11, so that
the rotary blades 103 may be positioned in the axial di-
rection and detachably mounted.
[0005] These rotary blades 103 are, as shown in Fig.
11, provided with a tool rest 106 detachably mounted on
the rotational axes 101, 102, and a split type cutting blade
105 detachably mounted so as to surround the periphery
of the tool rest 106, and are disposed in an overlapped
state between mutually opposite sides of the rotary
blades 103 rotating in the rotational direction R side, so
that the mutual cutting blades 105 may be engaged with
each other across a gap of, for example, 0,5 mm to 1 mm
in the axial direction.
[0006] The cutting blades 105 provided on the outer
circumference of the rotary blades 103 attract the work-
piece of grinding 120, and grind the workpiece 120 by
shearing actions between mutually opposite rotary
blades 103.
[0007] Further, as shown in Fig. 13, an engagement
step 107 is provided on the mounting surface of the cut-
ting blades 105, and this engagement step 107 is en-
gaged with an engagement protrusion 108 formed on the
tool rest 106 so as to receive the grinding reaction. This
split type cutting blade 105 includes a leading end edge
109 pointed in the rotational direction of a blade tip 127
projecting outward, and a side edge 110 (lateral edge)
formed along the side outer periphery.
[0008] The leading end edge 109 and the side edge
110 are worn in an early stage due to shearing and grind-
ing actions as shown in Fig. 14 (a), (b), but since the
cutting blade 105 having the leading end edge 109 and
the side edge 110 is formed in a split type, if the leading
end edge 109 and the side edge 110 are worn out, only

the cutting blade 105 can be replaced.
[0009] In the cutting blade 105 of the shearing type
grinder 100 of this type, since the workpiece is attracted
and ground by the leading end edge 109, and is sheared
and ground by the leading end edge 109 and the side
edge 110, the leading end edge 109 and the side edge
110 are worn early. The portion M shown in Fig. 14 (a),
(b) is the worn portion.
[0010] An early wearing is a round wearing in the lead-
ing end edge 109 and the side edge 110, and this wearing
causes to lower the grinding performance and decline
the grinding efficiency. Or, depending on the workpiece,
the leading end edge 109 and the side edge 110 may be
cut off, and this defect may also cause to lower the grind-
ing performance and the grinding efficiency.
[0011] Such wearing causes to lower the grinding per-
formance and decline the grinding efficiency because,
as shown in Fig. 14 (b), the gap S1 between the side face
and the side face of the mutually adjacent cutting blades
105 is extended to a double size of the worn portion M,
and the workpiece drops in this widened gap S1, and
passes through.
[0012] Therefore, if such wearing or defect (hereinafter
called wearing loss) occurs, generally, the cutting blade
105 is replaced with a new one.

Prior art literature

Patent literature

[0013] Patent document 1: Japanese Patent Laid-
open Publication No. 8-323232

Summary of the Invention

Problems to Be Solved by the Invention

[0014] However, even in the shearing type grinder 100
employing such split type cutting blade 105, for example,
since scores of the cutting blades 105 are commonly
used in one unit, it takes much cost and labor for replace-
ment.
[0015] Moreover, such cutting blade 105 is manufac-
tured of an expensive material entirely such as an alloy
tool steel in order to enhance the wear resistance, and
in the case of the shearing type grinder 100 comprising
many cutting blades 105 as mentioned above, an im-
mense cost will be needed if attempted to replace the
entire cutting blades 105 with new ones. It is also opposite
to effective use of resources.
[0016] The invention is hence devised in order to solve
such problems, and it is an object thereof to be capable
of regenerating the cutting blades efficiently while saving
time and labor for replacement, and to present regener-
ated cutting blades enhanced in the grinding efficiency
of the shearing type grinder close to that of new cutting
blades when mounted and used in the shearing type
grinder, and the shearing type grinder using such blades.
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Means for Solving the Problems

[0017] The regenerated cutting blade relating to the
present invention comprises a fixed part, and a blade tip
projecting from this fixed part outward in the radial direc-
tion, and this blade tip has a leading end edge projecting
toward the rotating direction, and has side edges provid-
ed at the lateral peripheral edges including the blade tip,
and the leading end edge and the side edges are regen-
erated and formed by build-up welding, and the lateral
sides are provided with workpiece slip preventive build-
up welding parts extending from the side edges toward
the central side of rotation or the central direction by one
or two or more regeneration processes.
[0018] According to the regenerated cutting blade of
the invention, a workpiece is inserted between this re-
generated cutting blade and other opposite side cutting
blade, and this workpiece can be sequentially sheared
and ground. Of the lateral side of the regenerated cutting
blade, the portion not forming the slip preventive build-
up welding part is narrowed in the blade width due to
wearing loss of the cutting blade, but the portion forming
the slip preventive build-up welding part can be increased
in the blade width by the build-up height portion of the
slip preventive build-up welding part. As a result, when
shearing and grinding the workpiece, the gap dimension
between the slip preventive build-up welding part of the
lateral sides of the regenerated cutting blade, and the
lateral side of the opposite side cutting blade disposed
opposite to this lateral side can be adjusted closely to
the size of a new cutting blade.
[0019] Therefore, when shearing and grinding the
workpiece, it is effective to prevent slipping of the work-
piece, especially a long object, without being ground,
through the gap between the lateral side of the regener-
ated cutting blade and the lateral side of the opposite
side cutting blade.
[0020] Besides, the leading end edge and side edges
of the regenerated cutting blade are regenerated and
formed by build-up welding, and the grinding capability
is enhanced closer to that of a new cutting blade.
[0021] In the regenerated cutting blade of the inven-
tion, the slip preventive build-up welding part is formed
so as to pass through the lateral side of the blade tip.
[0022] The blade tip is the portion for shearing and
grinding the workpiece, and in the process of shearing
and grinding, the workpiece is about to slip in and pass
through the gap between the lateral side of the blade tip
of the regenerated cutting blade and the lateral side of
the opposite side cutting blade disposed oppositely to
this lateral side, but the slip preventive build-up welding
part formed so as to pass through the lateral side of the
blade tip can effectively suppress the workpiece from get-
ting in this gap and slipping out.
[0023] The regenerated cutting blade of the invention
has the blade width of the regenerated cutting blade in
the slip preventive build-up welding part nearly same as
the blade width of a new cutting blade.

[0024] In this manner, when shearing and grinding the
workpiece, the possibility of the workpiece, especially, a
long object, slipping out without being ground, from the
gap between the lateral side of the regenerated cutting
blade and the lateral side of the opposite side cutting
blade can be suppressed as slow as when using a new
cutting blade.
[0025] In the regenerated cutting blade of the inven-
tion, the lateral side of the regenerated cutting blade has
a spacer abutting part abutting against a spacer for po-
sitioning the regenerated cutting blade in the axial direc-
tion of the center of its rotation, and the slip preventive
build-up welding part is formed across a gap against the
spacer abutting part
[0026] In this manner, when the slip preventive build-
up welding part is formed on a lateral side of a worn cut-
ting blade, it is effective to prevent deformation of the
spacer abutting part by this welding heat, or forming of
a part of the build-up welding part on the surface of the
spacer abutting part. As a result, when mounting the re-
generated cutting blade on the shearing part grinder, the
regenerated cutting blade can be smoothly mounted and
fitted in the gap of a specified size formed between a
spacer and other spacer. Moreover, the regenerated cut-
ting blade can be positioned in the rotating direction of
the center of its rotation accurately by means of the spac-
ers.
[0027] The shearing type grinder of the invention, using
the regenerated cutting blade of the invention, has a plu-
rality of rotary blades detachably mounted on a tool rest,
and two or more rotary blades each are provided on first
and second rotational axes, and spacers are provided
on the first and second rotational axes so as to enclose
the rotary blades from both sides, the spacers are mount-
ed on the first and second rotational axes, and the work-
piece is sheared and ground between the first rotary
blade mounted on the first rotational axis, and the second
rotary blade mounted on the second rotational axis.
[0028] According to the shearing type grinder of the
invention, by rotating the first and second rotational axes,
the workpiece can be sheared and ground between the
first rotary blade and the second rotary blade. The re-
generated cutting blades used in this shearing type grind-
er act same as the regenerated cutting blades of the in-
vention.
[0029] In the shearing type grinder of the invention,
when shearing and grinding the workpiece between the
rotating first rotary blade and the second rotary blade,
the individual slip preventive build-up welding parts are
formed so that the slip preventive build-up welding part
of the regenerated first cutting blade of the first rotary
blade and the slip preventive build-up welding part of the
regenerated second cutting blade of the second rotary
blade may be opposite to each other.
[0030] In this configuration, at the time of shearing and
grinding, the workpiece is inclined to get in and slip out
the gap between the lateral side of the regenerated first
cutting blade and the lateral side of the regenerated sec-
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ond cutting blade disposed oppositely to this lateral side,
but the slip preventive build-up welding part of the regen-
erated first cutting blade, and the slip preventive build-
up welding part of the regenerated second cutting blade
are mutually opposite to each other, and this gap can be
narrowed by this pair of slip preventive build-up welding
parts. It is thereby effective to suppress the workpiece
from getting in and slipping out this gap.

Effects of the Invention

[0031] According to the regenerated cutting blade and
the shearing type grinder of the invention, when shearing
and grinding the workpiece, of the lateral sides of the
regenerated cutting blades, out of the gap between the
slip preventive build-up welding part, and the lateral side
of the opposite side cutting blade, it is designed to sup-
press the workpiece from slipping and getting out without
being ground, and when the regenerated cutting blades
are mounted and used in the shearing type grinder, or
by using the shearing type grinder using the regenerated
cutting blades, the grinding efficiency of the shearing type
grinder can be improved closely to the grinding efficiency
when new cutting blades are mounted on the shearing
type grinder.
[0032] Besides, instead of the entire surface of the lat-
eral sides of the worn cutting blades, by forming a slip
preventive build-up welding part in part of the lateral side,
it is effective to save cost, time, and labor for regenerating
the worn cutting blades.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0033]

Fig. 1 is a perspective view showing a regenerated
cutting blade in an embodiment of the invention.
Fig. 2 (a) is a side view showing the regenerated
cutting blade in Fig. 1, and (b) is a side view from
direction A-A showing the gap between rotary blades
having the regenerated cutting blades shown in Fig.
1 (a).
Fig. 3 is a side view of the rotary blade having the
regenerated cutting blade shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. 4 (a) is a front view of the rotary blade shown in
Fig. 3, and (b) is a B-B sectional view of the rotary
blade shown in Fig. 3.
Fig. 5 is a perspective view of the rotary blade shown
in Fig. 3.
Fig. 6 is a side view showing an overlapped state of
engagement of two rotary blades shown in Fig. 3.
Fig. 7 (a) to (c) are perspective views showing a man-
ufacturing method of the regenerated cutting blade
shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. 8 (a) to (c) are perspective views showing a man-
ufacturing method of the regenerated cutting blade
following Fig. 7.
Fig. 9 (a) to (c) are perspective views showing a man-

ufacturing method of the regenerated cutting blade
following Fig. 8.
Fig. 10 is a side view showing an overlapped state
of engagement of cutting blades in other embodi-
ment of the invention.
Fig. 11 is a cross sectional view showing a conven-
tional shearing type grinder.
Fig. 12 is a C-C sectional view showing the shearing
type grinder shown in Fig. 11.
Fig. 13 is a perspective view showing a new rotary
blade.
Fig. 14 (a) is a perspective view showing a worn ro-
tary blade, and (b) is a sectional view showing a mu-
tual gap of rotary blades of worn cutting blades
shown in Fig. 14 (a).

Best Mode for Carrying Out the Invention

[0034] An embodiment of regenerated cutting blades
and a shearing type grinder having these according to
the invention is described below by reference to Fig. 1
to Fig. 9. A rotary blade 103 having new cutting blades
105 shown in Fig. 13 is mounted on a shearing type grind-
er 110 shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, and is used for a
specific duration of time, and a leading end edge 109 and
side edges 110 are worn, and the grinding performance
declines, and actually the grinding efficiency is lowered.
[0035] As a result, as shown in Fig. 14 (a), (b), the
leading end edge 109 and the side edges 110 are worn
and formed in a round state, and defects may be caused
in the leading end edge 109 and the side edges 110.
[0036] In this manner, in particular, the side edges 110
are worn out, and the dimension of the blade width W1
of the cutting blade 105 is reduced, and consequently a
gap S1 more than specified may be formed between mu-
tually opposing lateral dies of the worn cutting blades 105
mounted on the shearing type grinder 100, and thereby
the grinding efficiency may be lowered.
[0037] Accordingly, by using the regenerating method
of regenerated blade and its regenerating equipment (not
shown), the leading end edge 109 and the side edges
110 of the worn cutting blade 105 are repaired (regener-
ated), so that the worn cutting blade 105 can be regen-
erated, and used again. The cutting blade 105 regener-
ated in this manner is the regenerated cutting blade 105
(see Fig. 1) of the invention.
[0038] Moreover, a new cutting blade 105 of the rotary
blade 103 shown in Fig. 13 includes a leading end edge
109 pointed to the rotating direction R side of the blade
tip 127 projecting outward in the radial direction, and side
edges 110 formed along the lateral side outer periphery.
On the mounting face (lower side of a fixed part 125) of
the cutting blade 105, an engagement step 107 is pro-
vided, and this engagement step 107 is engaged with an
engagement protrusion 108 provided in the tool rest 106
so as to receive the grinding reaction.
[0039] The leading end edge 109 and side edges 110
are worn by shearing and grinding as shown in Fig. 14
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(a), (b), but the cutting blade 105 having the leading end
edge 109 and side edges 110 is of split type, and if the
leading end edge 109 and side edges 110 are worn, only
the cutting blade 105 can be replaced without exchanging
the tool rest 106,
[0040] Besides, reference numeral 126 shown in Fig.
13 is a bolt insertion hole. This bolt insertion hole 126 is
for inserting a fixing bolt for mounting the cutting blade
105 detachably on the tool rest 106.
[0041] The regenerated cutting blade 105 of the inven-
tion shown in Fig. 1 is more specifically described. The
regenerated cutting blade 105 is obtained by regenerat-
ing the worn cutting blade 105 of the rotary blade 103
shown in Fig. 14.
[0042] As shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, the regenerated
cutting blade 105 has its leading end edge 109 and side
edges 110 regenerated by build-up welding.
[0043] On the lateral sides of the regenerated cutting
blade 105, slip preventive build-up welding parts 111,
112, 113 of the workpiece 120 extending from the side
edges 110 toward the central direction of rotation (or to
the central side of rotation) are formed by regenerating
process of one, two, or more, for example, three build-
up welding steps. The central direction of rotation is, as
shown in Fig. 6, the central direction of rotation of the
rotary blade 103 having the regenerated cutting blades
105.
[0044] Further, as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, the slip
preventive build-up welding parts 111 to 113 are formed
on the lateral sides of the cutting blade 105 in a band
form by a specified length and width. In this embodiment,
the first slip preventive build-up welding part 111 is
formed at a position passing the side of the blade tip 127,
and passing near the leading end edge 109. The second
slip preventive build-up welding part 112 is formed at a
position at the opposite side of the first slip preventive
build-up welding part 111, on the basis of a face 127a of
the blade tip 127. The third second slip preventive build-
up welding part 113 is formed at a position departing from
the first slip preventive build-up welding part 111 toward
the anti-rotation direction from the face 127a, on the basis
of the face 127a of the blade tip 127.
[0045] Moreover, as shown in Fig. 2 (b), the blade width
W2 of the regenerated cutting blade 105 in the first to
third slip preventive build-up welding parts 111 to 113 is
formed to be nearly same as the blade width W2 of a
new cutting blade 105. Similarly, the blade width W2 of
the regenerated cutting blade 105 in the side edges 110
is formed to be nearly same as the blade width W2 of a
new cutting blade 105.
[0046] As shown in Fig. 2 (a), (b), the lateral side of
the regenerated cutting blade 105 has a spacer abutting
part 114 abutting against the spacer 104 for positioning
the regenerated cutting blade 105 in the axial direction
of its rotation center (axial direction of the rotational axes
101, 102). The first to third slip preventive build-up weld-
ing parts 111 to 113 are formed across a gap from the
spacer abutting part 114.

[0047] The surface of the spacer abutting part 114 is
contacting with the spacer 104, and is a portion not con-
tacting with the workpiece, 120, and therefore the blade
width W2 is same as the blade width W2 of a new cutting
blade 105
[0048] The regenerated cutting blade 105 having such
configuration is, as shown in Fig. 3 to Fig. 5, mounted on
the tool rest 105 detachably by five bolts, and the rotary
blade103 can be manufactured in this manner. This ro-
tary blade 103 is mounted by two pieces or more each
on the first and second rotational axes 101, 102, same
as in the prior art as shown in Fig. 11, and, as shown in
Fig. 2 (b), spacers 104 are disposed to enclose each
spacer abutting part 114 from both sides at both sides of
the regenerated cutting blades 105, so as to be mounted
and used in the shearing type grinder 100.
[0049] According to this shearing type grinder 100, as
shown in a lateral view in Fig. 6, the workpiece 120 is
inserted, sheared and ground between the plurality of
first rotary blades 103 provided on the first rotational axis
101, and the plurality of second rotary blades 103 pro-
vided on the second rotational axis 102.
[0050] As shown in Fig. 6, moreover, when attempted
to shear and grind the workpiece 110 between the first
rotary blade 103 and the second rotary blade 103, that
is, when rotating in a range T in an overlapped state with
the cutting blade 105 of the first rotary blade 103 and the
cutting blade 105 of the second rotary blade 103 being
engaged with each other, the individual slip preventive
build-up welding parts 111 to 113 are formed so that the
slip preventive build-up welding parts 111 to 113 of the
regenerated first cutting blade 105 of the first rotary blade
103, and the slip preventive build-up welding parts 111
to 113 of the regenerated second cutting blade 105 of
the second rotary blade 103 may be opposite to each
other, or may be nearly at same rotating positions.
[0051] Next is described the action of thus composed
regenerated cutting blades 105, and the shearing type
grinder 100 on which they are mounted. According to the
shearing type grinder 100 having the regenerated cutting
blades 105, as shown in Fig. 6, the workpiece 120 can
be placed between the cutting blades 105 mounted on
the first rotational axis 101, and the opposite side regen-
erated cutting blades 105 mounted on the second rota-
tional axis, and the workpiece 120 can be sequentially
sheared and ground.
[0052] Consequently, as shown in Fig. 2 (b), of the lat-
eral sides of the regenerated cutting blade 105, the por-
tion not forming the slip preventive build-up welding parts
111 to 113 is narrower in the blade width W1 due to wear-
ing loss of the cutting blade 105, but the portion forming
the slip preventive build-up welding parts 111 to 113 is
W2 in the blade width, which is larger by the portion of
the build-up height of the slip preventive build-up welding
parts 111 to 113. Hence, when shearing and grinding the
workpiece 120, the dimension of the gap S2 between the
slip preventive build-up welding parts 111 to 113, out of
the lateral sides of the regenerated cutting blades 105,
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and the slip preventive build-up welding parts 111 to 113,
out of the lateral sides of the opposite side regenerated
cutting blades 105 disposed oppositely thereto, can be
controlled to be closer to that of a new cutting blade 105.
[0053] Therefore, when shearing and grinding the
workpiece 120, the workpiece 120 is suppressed from
slipping out without being ground in the gap S2 between
the lateral side of the regenerated cutting blade 105, and
the lateral side of the opposite side regenerated cutting
blade 105, especially in the case of a long object.
[0054] In this way, it is possible to suppress the possi-
bility of slipping of the workpiece 120, especially a long
object, without being ground, and it also means that the
workpiece 120, especially a long object, is prevented
from slipping out of the gap S2, by the slip preventive
build-up welding parts 111 to 113, and moreover it is
because the workpiece 120 can be cut to a relatively
short length of less than the pitch of the five regenerated
cutting blades 105 mounted on the rotary blade 103
shown in Fig. 3.
[0055] Still more, since the leading end edge 109 and
the side edges 110 of the regenerated cutting blade 105
are regenerated by build-sup welding, and the grinding
capability can be improved closer to that of a new cutting
blade 105. Hence, when the regenerated cutting blades
105 are mounted and used in the shearing type grinder
100, the grinding efficiency of the shearing type grinder
100 can be improved closer to the grinding efficiency
when new cutting blades 105 are mounted on the shear-
ing type grinder 100.
[0056] Further, as shown in Fig. 1, the slip preventive
build-up welding parts 111 to 113 may be formed in part
of the lateral sides, instead of the entire lateral sides of
the work cutting blade 105, so that the cost, time, and
labor regenerating the work cutting blade 105 can be
saved.
[0057] The blade tip 127 of the cutting blade 105 shown
in Fig. 2 (a) is a portion for shearing and grinding the
workpiece 120, and at the time of shearing and grinding,
the workpiece 120 tends to enter and slip through the
gap S2 between the lateral side of the blade tip 127 of
the regenerated cutting blade 105, and the lateral side
of the opposite side regenerated cutting blade 105 dis-
posed at an opposite side of this lateral side, but by the
slip preventive build-tup welding parts 111 to 113 formed
so as to pass the side or vicinity of the blade tip 127, the
workpiece 120 is effectively suppressed from slipping
through this gap S2.
[0058] Or as shown in Fig. 2 (b), when the blade width
W2 of the regenerated cutting blade 105 in the slip pre-
ventive build-up welding parts 111 to 113 is formed nearly
same as the blade width W2 of a new cutting blade 105,
when shearing and grinding the workpiece 120, the pos-
sibility of the workpiece 120, especially a long object,
slipping out without being ground in the gap S2 between
the lateral side of the regenerated cutting blade 105, and
the lateral side of the opposite side regenerated cutting
blade 105 can be suppressed as low as in the case of

using a new cutting blade 105.
[0059] Thus, the reasons of suppressing low the pos-
sibility of slipping of the workpiece 120, especially a long
object, without being ground are same as mentioned
above.
[0060] Still more, as shown in Fig. 1, since the slip pre-
ventive build-up welding parts 111 to 113 are formed
across intervals from the spacer abutting part 114, when
the slip preventive build-up welding parts 111 to 113 are
formed on the lateral side of the worn cutting blade 105
by welding, it is effective to prevent deformation of the
spacer abutting part 114 due to the welding heat, or for-
mation of part of the build-up welding parts 111 to 113
on the surface of the spacer abutting part 114. As a result,
when the regenerated cutting blade 105 is mounted on
the tool rest 106 of the shearing type grinder 100, the
regenerated cutting blade 105 can be smoothly inserted
in a specified gap formed between the spacer 104 and
the spacer 104. And the regenerated cutting blade 105
can be positioned in the axial direction of the center of
its rotation (the axial direction of rotational axes 101, 102)
accurately by the spacers 104.
[0061] Further, as shown in Fig. 6, when the regener-
ated first cutting blade 105 of the first rotary blade 103,
and the regenerated second cutting blade 105 of the sec-
ond rotary blade 103 rotate in a range T in an overlapped
state being engaged with each other, the individual slip
preventive build-up welding parts 111 to 113 are formed
so that the slip preventive build-up welding parts 111 to
113 of the regenerated first cutting blade 105 of the first
rotary blade 103, and the slip preventive build-up welding
parts 111 to 113 of the regenerated second cutting blade
105 of the second rotary blade 103 may be opposite to
each other, or may be nearly at same rotating positions.
[0062] In this configuration, at the time of shearing and
grinding, the workpiece 120 is inclined to get in and slip
through the gap S2 between the lateral side of the re-
generated first cutting blade 105 of the first rotary blade
103, and the lateral side of the regenerated second cut-
ting blade 105 of the second rotary blade 103 disposed
oppositely to this lateral side, but the slip preventive build-
up welding parts 111 to 113 of the regenerated first cut-
ting blade 105, and the slip preventive build-up welding
parts 111 to 113 of the regenerated second cutting blade
105 are mutually opposite to each other, and the gap S2
may be narrowed by the corresponding pair of slip pre-
ventive build-up welding parts 111 to 113. As a result, it
is effectively possible to suppress the workpiece 120 from
getting in and slipping through the gap S2.
[0063] Next is explained the regenerating method of
the cutting blades according to the embodiment. The re-
generating method of cutting blades includes a chamfer-
ing step of chamfering the leading end edge 109 and the
side edges 10 of the worn cutting blade 105 shown in
Fig. 14 (a), (b), as shown in Fig. 7 (a), a build-up welding
step of building up and welding the lateral sides of the
leading end edge 109 and side edge 110 after being
chamfered as shown in Fig. 7 (b), (c), Fig. 8, Fig. 9, and
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a processing step of regenerating the build-up welding
parts of the cutting blade 105 in a specified shape as
shown in Fig. 1. In this manner, the worn cutting blade
105 can be regenerated, and the regenerated cutting
blade 105 (see Fig. 1) can be manufactured.
[0064] Fig. 7 (a) to (c) are perspective views showing
the manufacturing method of the regenerated cutting
blade 105 shown in Fig. 1, Fig. 8 (a) to (c) are perspective
views showing the manufacturing method of the regen-
erated cutting blade 105 succeeding Fig. 7, and Fig. 9
(a) to (c) are perspective views showing the manufactur-
ing method of the regenerated cutting blade 105 suc-
ceeding Fig. 8. By reference to these drawings, the man-
ufacturing method of the regenerated cutting blade 105
is explained. Throughout the drawings, for the sake of
ease of explanation, the corner positions of the cutting
blade 105 are identified with symbols (A) to (F), and the
procedure is explained in the numerical sequence of (1)
to (13).
[0065] First of all, as shown in Fig. 7 (a), the leading
end edge 109 and the side edges 110 of the cutting blade
105 are chamfered as specified (10, 11).
[0066] Next, as shown in Fig. 7 (b), reinforcing build-
up welding materials are arc-spot welded sequentially
(12, 13) by using a welding nozzle 8, at positions thick-
ness direction both end positions (A), (B) of the leading
end edge 109 [(1), (2)].
[0067] As shown in Fig. 7 (c), consequently, reinforcing
build-up welding materials are built up and welded (14)
between arc-spot welding parts 12, 13 of the leading end
edge 109 [(3)]. This build-up welding 14 is performed
from position (A) toward position (B) of the previous arc-
spot welding 12, and is intended to prevent effective weld-
ing droop by the arc-spot welding 12, 13.
[0068] Besides, the leading end edge 4 is heavily worn,
as shown in Fig. 8 (a), by build-up welding 14 of at least
two layers, the portion of high hardness is increased, and
it is preferable because the impact resistance and wear
resistance of the leading end edge 109 can be enhanced.
[0069] Then, as shown in Fig. 8 (b), arc-spot welding
15, 16 is performed sequentially by reinforcing build-up
welding materials at positions (C), (D) at both ends in the
thickness direction of the acute angle portion in the anti-
rotation direction end part of the side edges 110 [(4), (5)].
[0070] As shown in Fig. 8 (c), consequently, build-up
welding 17, 18 is performed from the position of end parts
(C), (D) of the arc-spot welding 15, 16 toward the position
of (A), (B) of the leading end edge 109 [(6), (7)]. This
build-up welding 17, 18 is also performed from position
(C) of the previous arc-spot welding 15 toward position
(A) of the leading end edge 109, and is intended to pre-
vent effective welding droop by the arc-spot welding 15,
16.
[0071] Next, as shown in Fig. 9 (a), build-up welding
19, 20 is performed from the position of other peripheral
direction end parts (E), (F) of the side edges 110 toward
the position of (A), (B) of the leading end edge 109 [(8),
(9)]. Since the position of peripheral direction end parts

(E), (F) is not acute angle, and without performing the
arc-spot welding 15, 16 as mentioned above, build-up
welding 19, 20 is performed.
[0072] Also as shown in Fig. 9 (b), in this example, the
build-up welding of the side edges 110 is performed in
the reverse direction of the build-up welding 17, 18 of the
side edges 110 mentioned above, from the position of
(A), (B) of the leading end edge 4 toward the position of
(C), (D) of peripheral direction end parts as build-up weld-
ing 21, 22 [(10), (11)], and as shown in Fig. 9 (c), build-
up welding 23, 24 is performed from the position of (A),
(B) of the leading end edge 109 toward the position of
peripheral direction end parts (E), (F) [(12), (13)], thereby
eliminating the welding distortion caused by the previous
build-up welding 17 to 20.
[0073] Further, as shown in Fig. 9 (c), on the lateral
sides of the both cutting blade 105, build-up welding 25,
26, 27 is performed by using reinforcing build-up welding
materials, in the portion of forming the first to third slip
preventive build-up welding parts 111, 112, 113 [(14)].
[0074] Afterwards, after completion of build-up welding
parts 14, 17, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27 shown in Fig, 9 (c),
by grinding and processing by a machine tool not shown,
as shown in Fig. 1, cutting blades 105 are formed by
forming the leading end edge 109, side edges 110, and
slip preventive build-up welding parts 111, 112, 113.
[0075] In this embodiment, however, the invention is
explained by referring to an example of the split type cut-
ting blade 105 as shown in Fig. 6, but instead, as shown
in Fig.10, it may be applied in an integral type cutting
blade 35. The fixed part 125 of this integral type cutting
blade 35 is fixed and mounted on rotational axis 101 or
102.
[0076] The slip preventive build-up welding parts of the
embodiment are formed on the lateral sides of the cutting
blade 105 in the position, size, range, and number as
shown in Fig. 1, but may be formed on the lateral sides
of the cutting blade 105 in other position, size, range, and
number.
[0077] In the embodiment, as shown in Fig. 1, the first
to third slip preventive build-up welding parts 111 to 113
are formed across an interval from the spacer abutting
part 114, but instead, any one or all of the first to third
slip preventive build-up welding parts 111 to 113 may be
formed to be bonded with the spacer abutting part 114.

Industrial Applicability

[0078] As described herein, the regenerated cutting
blade and the shearing type grinder of the invention are
capable of regenerating efficiently by saving the cost and
labor for regenerating the cutting blades, and when
mounted and used in the shearing type grinder, the grind-
ing efficiency of the shearing type grinder can be im-
proved closely to that of a new cutting blade, and it is
suitable to be applied in such regenerated cutting blades
and the shearing type grinder.
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Description of the Reference Numerals

[0079]

10, 11 chamfering
12, 13 arc-spot welding
14 build-up welding
15, 16 arc-spot welding
17-24 bwild-up welding
25, 26, 27 slip preventive build-up welding
35 integral type cutting blade
100 shearing type grinder
101, 102 rotational axis
103 rotary blade
104 spacer
105 cutting blade
106 tool rest
107 engagement step
108 engagement protrusion
109 leading end edge
110 side edge
111 first slip preventive build-up welding part
112 second slip preventive build-up welding

part
113 third slip preventive build-up welding part
114 spacer abutting part
120 workpiece
125 fixed part
126 bolt insertion hole
127 blade tip
127a face
M worn portion
R rotating direction
S1, S2 gap
T range of overlapped state
W1, W2 blade width

Claims

1. A regenerated cutting blade (105) having a fixed part
(125), and a blade tip (127) projecting from this fixed
part outward in a radial direction (R),
wherein the blade tip includes a leading end edge
(109) pointed toward the rotating direction, and side
edges (110) formed on lateral side outer edges in-
cluding the blade tip,
the leading edge and the side edges are regenerated
and formed by build-up welding, and
characterized in that on lateral sides, slip preven-
tive build-up welding parts (111-113) of a workpiece
extending from the side edges toward the central
side of the rotation or the central direction are formed
by one or two or more regenerating processes.

2. The regenerated cutting blade according to claim 1,
wherein the slip preventive build-up welding parts
are formed so as to pass the lateral sides of the blade

tip.

3. The regenerated cutting blade according to claim 1
or 2, wherein the blade width of the regenerated cut-
ting bladed in the slip preventive build-up welding
parts is nearly same as the blade width of a new
cutting blade.

4. The regenerated cutting blade according to any one
of claims 1 to 3, wherein the lateral sides of the re-
generated cutting blade have spacer abutting parts
for abutting the regenerated cutting blade to a spacer
for positioning in the axial direction of its center of
rotation, and slip preventive build-up welding parts
are formed across an interval from the spacer abut-
ting parts.

5. A shearing type grinder (100), wherein the regener-
ated cutting blade (105) according to any one of
claims 1 to 4 has a plurality of rotary blades (103)
detachably mounted on a tool rest (105), and two or
more rotary blades are mounted on the first and sec-
ond rotational axes (101,102), spacers (104) are
mounted on each one of the first and second rota-
tional axes (101,102) so as to enclose the rotary
blade (103) from both sides, and
the workpiece is sheared and grounded between the
first rotary blade (103) mounted on the first rotational
axis (101), and the second rotary blade (103) mount-
ed on the second rotational axis (102).

6. The shearing type grinder according to claim 5,
wherein the slip preventive build-up welding parts
are formed, when shearing and grinding the work-
piece between the rotating first rotary blade and the
second rotary blade, so that the slip preventive build-
up welding parts of the regenerated first cutting blade
of the first rotary blade, and the slip preventive build-
up welding parts of the regenerated second cutting
blade of the second rotary blade may be opposite to
each other.

Patentansprüche

1. Erneuertes Schneidmesser (105), das einen festste-
henden Teil (125) und eine Messerspitze (127) hat,
die von diesem feststehenden Teil in einer radialen
Richtung (R) nach außen vorsteht,
wobei die Messerspitze eine Vorderkante (109), die
zur Drehrichtung hin zeigt, und Seitenkanten (110),
die an Außenkanten lateraler Seiten einschließlich
der Messerspitze ausgebildet sind, aufweist,
die Vorderkante und die Seitenkanten durch Auftrag-
schweißen erneuert und ausgebildet sind, und
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass an lateralen Seiten
den Schlupf von Schergut verhindernde Auftrag-
schweißteile (111 - 113), die sich von den Seiten-
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kanten zur zentralen Seite der Drehung oder der
zentralen Richtung erstrecken , durch einen oder
zwei oder mehr Erneuerungsprozesse ausgebildet
sind.

2. Erneuertes Schneidmesser nach Anspruch 1, wobei
die Schlupf verhindernden Auftragschweißteile so
ausgebildet sind, dass sie an den lateralen Seiten
der Messerspitze vorbeilaufen.

3. Erneuertes Schneidmesser nach Anspruch 1 oder
2, wobei die Messerbreite des erneuerten Schneid-
messers in den Schlupf verhindernden Auftrag-
schweißteilen fast die gleiche wie die Messerbreite
eines neuen Schneidmessers ist.

4. Erneuertes Schneidmesser nach einem der Ansprü-
che 1 bis 3, wobei die lateralen Seiten des erneuer-
ten Schneidmessers Zwischenringanlageteile ha-
ben, um das erneuerte Schneidmesser an einem
Zwischenring zur Positionierung in der axialen Rich-
tung seines Drehpunkts in Anlage zu bringen, und
Schlupf verhindernde Auftragschweißteile in einem
Abstand von den Zwischenringanschlagteilen aus-
gebildet sind.

5. Scherender Zerkleinerer (100), wobei das erneuerte
Schneidmesser (105) nach einem der Ansprüche 1
bis 4 mehrere Drehmesser (103) hat, die abnehmbar
an einem Werkzeugträger (105) montiert sind, und
zwei oder mehr Drehmesser auf der ersten und der
zweiten Drehachse (101, 102) montiert sind,
Zwischenringe (104) auf jeder der ersten und der
zweiten Drehachse (101, 102) montiert sind, um das
Drehmesser (103) von beiden Seiten einzuschlie-
ßen, und
das Schergut zwischen dem ersten Drehmesser
(103), das auf der ersten Drehachse (101) montiert
ist, und dem zweiten Drehmesser (103), das auf der
zweiten Drehachse (102) montiert ist, scherend ge-
schnitten und zermahlen wird.

6. Scherender Zerkleinerer nach Anspruch 5, wobei die
Schlupf verhindernden Auftragschweißteile, wenn
das Schergut zwischen dem rotierenden ersten
Drehmesser und dem zweiten Drehmesser sche-
rend geschnitten und zermahlen wird, so ausgebil-
det sind, dass die Schlupf verhindernden Auftrag-
schweißteile des erneuerten ersten Schneidmes-
sers des ersten Drehmessers und die Schlupf ver-
hindernden Auftragschweißteile des erneuerten
zweiten Schneidmessers des zweiten Drehmessers
einander entgegengesetzt sein können.

Revendications

1. Lame de coupe régénérée (105) ayant une partie

fixe (125), et une extrémité de lame (127) faisant
saillie à partir de cette partie fixe vers l’extérieur dans
une direction radiale (R),
dans laquelle l’extrémité de lame inclut un bord d’ex-
trémité d’attaque (109) orienté vers la direction de
rotation, et des bords latéraux (110) formés sur les
bords extérieurs de bord latéral incluant l’extrémité
de lame,
le bord d’attaque et les bords latéraux sont régéné-
rés et formés par soudure en passes superposées,
et
caractérisée en ce que sur les côtés latéraux, des
parties de soudure en passes superposées empê-
chant le glissement (111-113) d’une pièce d’usinage
s’étendant à partir des bords latéraux vers le côté
central de la rotation ou la direction centrale sont
formées par un ou deux ou plusieurs processus de
régénération.

2. Lame de coupe régénérée selon la revendication 1,
dans laquelle les parties de soudure en passes su-
perposées empêchant le glissement sont formées
de manière à passer par les côtés latéraux de l’ex-
trémité de lame.

3. Lame de coupe régénérée selon la revendication 1
ou 2, dans laquelle la largeur de lame de la lame de
coupe régénérée dans les parties de soudure en
passes superposées empêchant le glissement est
presque identique à la largeur de lame d’une nou-
velle lame de coupe.

4. Lame de coupe régénérée selon une quelconque
des revendications 1 à 3, dans laquelle les côtés
latéraux de la lame de coupe régénérée ont des par-
ties de mise en butée d’espaceur pour mettre en
butée la lame de coupe régénérée contre un espa-
ceur pour le positionnement dans la direction axiale
de son centre de rotation, et
des parties de soudure en passes superposées em-
pêchant le glissement sont formées à travers un in-
tervalle à partir des parties de mise en butée d’es-
paceur.

5. Meuleuse de type à cisaillement (100), dans laquelle
la lame de coupe régénérée (105) selon une quel-
conque des revendications 1 à 4 a une pluralité de
lames rotatives (103) montées de manière amovible
sur un appui outil (105), et deux ou plusieurs lames
rotatives sont montées sur les premier et second
axes de rotation (101, 102),
des espaceurs (104) sont montés sur chacun des
premier et second axes de rotation (101, 102) de
manière à renfermer la lame rotative (103) à partir
des deux côtés, et
la pièce d’usinage est cisaillée et meulée entre la
première lame rotative (103) montée sur le premier
axe de rotation (101) et la seconde lame rotative
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(103) montée sur le second axe de rotation (102).

6. Meuleuse de type à cisaillement selon la revendica-
tion 5, dans laquelle les parties de soudure en pas-
ses superposées empêchant le glissement sont for-
mées, lorsque l’on cisaille et meule la pièce d’usina-
ge entre la première lame rotative en rotation et la
seconde lame rotative, de sorte que les parties de
soudure en passes superposées empêchant le glis-
sement de la première lame de coupe régénérée de
la première lame rotative, et les parties de soudure
en passes superposées empêchant le glissement
de la seconde lame de coupe régénérée de la se-
conde lame rotative sont en face les unes des autres.
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